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NOMENCLATURE

a: Radius at attachment point

EI(x): Stiffness of beam at section x

EI
0'

Stiffness of beam at attachment point

f(): Dimensionless form of stiffness (page 9)

G(x): First moment of mass beyond section x

g(E): Dimensionless form of G (page 9)

pA(x): Mass of beam at station x

pAo: Mass of beam at attachement point

h(E): Dimensionless form of mass (page 9)

L: Length of beam

m: Mass of particle attached to beam tip

pn: Natural (angular) frequency

R: Rayleigh quotient (page 42)

s: Subscript, equal to one for hinge attachment, equal to two
for cantilever attachment

T: Kinetic energy

V: Potential energy

VCENT: Potential energy of beam mass system due to centrifugal field

V
total

Total potential energy of beam mass system

t: Time

urW,
Solutions that form mode shapes



C.: Constants in the mode shape expression

();
(3): Mode shape

u: Radial displacement component

Axial displacement component

Tangential displacement component

x: Radial coordinate

a: Dimensionless form of a (page 9)

Rate of decrease of stiffness (page 21)

Y: Rate of decrease of mass (page 21)

n: Dimensionless rotation rate (page 9)

u: Dimensionless tip mass (page 9)

Dimensionless radial coordinate (page 9)

T: Dimensionless time (page 9)

Rotation rate

w
n

: Dimensionless frequency (page 10)

Functions for approximating mode shapes

r: Roots of indicial equation

f (r): Indicial equation

Ark: Coefficients in the power series expansion

P.: Coefficients in the differential equation

0: Change in the variable x (page 27)

a: Variable used in the special solution method (page 17)

bij
.(w): Elements in the determinant D(w)

Determinant for frequency and mode shape determination,
formed from the boundary conditions



Exact Frequencies and Mode Shapes of a Rotating Beam

I. INTRODUCTION

The designers of helicopters and wind turbines must often deter-

mine the fundamental frequencies and mode shapes of rotor blades, in

order to prevent blade fatigue or catastrophic failure. In this the-

sis, the exact frequencies and mode shapes of flexural blade vibration

will be found by using convergent power series solutions for the blade

deflection.

The mathematical model for a rotating beam produces a fourth order

linear differential equation with polynomial coefficients for the blade

deflection. The substitution of a series solution and its derivatives

into the differential equation will give a set of recurrence relations

from which the coefficients in the series may be determined. The

application of the blade boundary conditions to the series solution

produces a set of linear equations, from which the fundamental fre-

quencies and mode shapes may be obtained.

In this thesis, both hinged blades and cantilever blades with

linear mass and stiffness distributions will be analyzed. The blade

governing equation and boundary conditions will be determined by the

use of Hamilton's principle. Two different series expansions will be

used to solve the blade governing equation, an expansion about an ordi-

nary point and an expansion about a regular singular point.



The theoretical basis for both methods will be given, in order to

facilitate the understanding of the blade solutions.

A computer program will be used to calculate the series solution,

the fundamental frequencies, and the mode shapes. The exact fre-

quencies and mode shapes for blades with different rotation rates,

stiffness distributions, and mass distributions will be given.

The series method of solution produces precise values of fre-

quencies and mode shapes for which more approximate methods may be

compared. The determination of blade frequencies is important in

preventing resonant excitation caused by rotor unbalance, wind turbine

tower shadow and aerodynamic loads. The correct design of rotor blades

can be greatly facilitated when the effects of blade parameters on

frequencies and mode shapes are understood. It is hoped that this

thesis will contribute toward an understanding of these effects on the

frequencies and mode shapes.
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE BLADE GOVERNING EQUATION
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In this chapter the differential equation governing the deflection

of the blade and the boundary conditions will be determined. With

certain simplifying assumptions, the kinetic and potential energies

will be found. Application of Hamilton's principle will give the gov-

erning equation and the boundary conditions.

The system to be analyzed is shown in Figure 1. The blade is

attached to the hub at a distance a from the axis of rotation. The

length L of the blade is assumed constant. The blade is assumed to

have a variable mass and stiffness distribution pA(x) and EI(x) respec-

tively, and a concentrated mass m attached to the tip.

In order to form the mathematical model certain simplifying

assumptions must first be made.

Assumptions

The assumptions in this model are:

1. The blade oscillates in and out of the rotation plane in the

y-direction.

2. Circumferential displacements in the z-direction are ignored.

3. All deflections are small.

4. Gravitational effects are ignored.

5. The angular rotation rate is constant, with a value Q.

6. The radial displacement components u are related to the axial

components y such that the blade centerline length remains constant.



E I (x), pA(x)

Fig. 1. System to be Analyzed.
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Now that these assumptions have been made, the potential and

kinetic energies will be determined.

Potential Energy and Kinetic Energy

The total potential energy of the rotating blade consists of two

parts: one component due to the bending of the blade and the other

due to the centrifugal force. The centrifugal force tends to stiffen

the blade, which increases the potential energy.

The assumed deformation geometry is shown in Figure 2, During

the blade deflection, each element at station x must move in the x

direction by an amount u(x), in order for the centerline to remain

constant in length. The relationship between u(x) and v(x) can be

obtained by noting that:

or

(ds)
2
= (*-du)

2
4. (dv)

2

du = d (1 -):1-(du/d)2)

where d = ds for an inextensible centerline.

By small deflection theory the displacement u is:

x
, 2

2
u( 1x) = ----

cPt:

0

In calculating the potential energy due to the centrifugal field,

5

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

VCENT, it must be noted that the centrifugal force acting on an element

of length dx of the blade is:

dF = pA(x)22(a+x)dx (2.4)



Fig. 2. Deformation Geometry.

dv

4", x, u



and the work of the centrifugal force on this element is:

dW = pA(x)22(a+x) u(x)dx

7

(2.5)

where u(x) is defined in 2.3.

The potential energy, VCENT, will be obtained by the summation of

elements of work along the blade, including that of the tip mass, and

by noting that the potential energy is the negative of the work.

L

VCENT = - f pA(x)2
2
(a+x)u(x)dx - m(a+L)S2

2
u(L) (2.6)

0

where u(L) = - -2 f
2

dx.

o

After integration of 2.6 by parts:

L

VCENT = 22 I G(x)(1()2dx,
0

L

where G(x) = f pA(E,)(a+OdE + m(a+L).
x

The total potential energy is then obtained by including the

(2.7)

strain energy of bending:

2 2 2

Vtotal
-2-

o

u
EI(x) + 22G(X) ) dx. (2.8)

\ 9x

The kinetic energy of the beam mass system is:

,, 2 ) 2

T = pA(x)(t) dx + 1-m 1

o

1-)(9'iti (2.9)

Now that the kinetic and potential energies of the rotating blade

with a tip mass are known, the governing equation and boundary condit-

ions can be determined by application of Hamilton's principle.
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Hamilton's Principle

This principle states that the time integral of the Lagrangean

function (T-V) is stationary along the actual path relative to all

other possible comparison paths; the comparison paths have the same

endpoints but differ from the actual path by virtual displacements (5):

t2

tl
6(T-V)dt = 0

For the rotating beam, the following expression is obtained after

the use of Hamilton's principle:

t L

J2 f 1-(EIu
xx

)

xx
- pA(x)u

tt
+ (Q

2
G(x)ux)x Su dx dt +

t
1

o

t9

4/. I Q
2
Gv

x
+ (Hu

xx
)

x
(Su - EIu

XX
du

X

=L

dt

t2 t
2

t
2

+ J [ pAu, Su] dx+ [mut (Su 1 - f mutt Su dt I x=1- =0 (2.10)
0 tl tl tl

The first integral contains the governing equation, since Su is

completely arbitrary:

(EIuxX)xx 02 [G(x)ux I + pA(x)utt = o, for o<x<L (2.11)

The other integrals give the boundary conditions for either the

cantilever blade or the hinged blade:



cantilever: u = u
x
= 0 at x = 0

hinge: u = u = 0 at 'x = 0

either blade: EI
xx

= 0 at x = L

either blade: (EN
XX

) - m(a+L)Q
2

u - mu
tt

= 0 at x = L

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

In order to reduce the number of parameters in the equations, the

following dimensionless quantities are introduced:

= x/L

a = a/L

m
1

pAoL
u = g() = fh(x)(a+x )dx+p(1+a)

,

4 2 / EI

Ti
2 PAOL Q T =

0

Nr pAoL
4

EI
0

In terms of these dimensionless variables and parameters the equa-

tions are:

(fu")" - n2 (guT by = 0 for 0<<1 (2.16)

u(0,T) = 0 (2.17)

us(0,T) = 0 (cantilever) or u1'(0,T) = 0 (hinged) (2.18)

u"(1,T) = 0 (2.19)

(full (1,T) - p(l+a)-n2u1(1,T) 1.3.C)(1,T ) = 0 (2.20)
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in which primes denote differentiation with respect to E and dots with

respect to T.

These equations can be expected to represent normal mode motions

of the forms:

u(,T) q,(E) cos (wt+e).

Substitution of this solution into 2.16 through 2.20 leads to the

following equations that govern the displacement (I):

(fer- n2(01)1 - w2h4 = 0, for 0<E<1

4)(0) = 0

cl)'(0) = 0 (cantilever) or 4)11(0) = 0 (hinged)

e(1) = 1

(W)(1) 11(14-a)712V(1) w214(1) = 0

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

The beauty of Hamilton's principle is that both the governing

equation and the boundary conditions are obtained by correct use of

the 6 operator, after the kinetic and potential energies have been

correctly determined.

The values of w for which non-trivial solutions to Equations

2.21 - 2.25 exist give the natural frequencies of the system as

EI
0

v
A wn.

The objective of the next few chapters will be the determination of

precise values for w and the associated mode shapes.
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III. THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE POWER SERIES METHOD

The objective of this thesis is to show how precise values for the

frequencies and mode shapes of a rotating blade may be found. The

governing fourth order differential equation will be solved by repre-

senting the deflection of the beam as a convergent power series. A

general description of series solution expansions about both ordinary

points and regular singular points will be given next. An example

problem will be worked out to facilitate the understanding of the

solution methods. This chapter will serve as a basis for understanding

the blade solutions, which will be given in Chapters IV and V.

General Nth Order Differential Equation

The series solution method is useful for solving a differential

equation with variable coefficients. The general nth order equation

can be written as:

n n-1

P0(x) p \

dxn 1

(x

dxn-1
4. n-1 (x)a.

Pn(x)y = O. (3.1)

The coefficients P0(x),..., Ph(x) are assumed to be analytic

functions of the independent variable x. The solution can be assumed

in the form:

CO

y(x) = Ar;k(x-x0)

k=0
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where the coefficients Ark are to be determined (3).

The complete solution to the nth order differential equation

requires determination of n linearly independent solutions ui(x).

The general solution is then the linear combination:

y(x) = Couo(x) C1u1(x) +...+ Cn_l u'ri_1(x). (3.3)

The constants Ci are determined by applying n boundary or initial

conditions to the general solution y(x).

Most of the problem of determining the n independent solutions

involves:

1) finding the appropriate values for r in the series,

2) finding the coefficients Ark, and

3) determining the radius of convergence of the resulting series

solution.

The coefficients A
rk

and the values for r can be found by substitution

of the assumed series solution and its n derivatives into the differ-

ential equation. If the coefficients Pi(x) are simply polynomials in

x, then each term in the coefficient Pi can be multiplied by the series

for y(n-1)(x). If the coefficients are not polynomials, they can be

expanded into Taylor series expansions about the point %Kb.

After all of the substitutions and multiplications have been

carried out, the terms with the same powers of (x-x0) are collected,

by proper shifting of the index of summation, and the series rewritten

as one series. The coefficient of each power of (x -x0) is then set

equal to zero, since the right hand side of the equation is zero for

every (x-x0).
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The resulting equation, called the "recurrence relation," gives

a method for calculating each coefficient in terms of preceding ones.

The first coefficient A
r0

is arbitrary, while all coefficients for

indices k less than zero are zero.

The values for r are found by setting k equal to zero in the

recurrence relation and solving for r. The resulting nth degree

polynomial in r is called the "indicial equation."

The difficulty in finding n linearly independent solutions depends

upon the proper choice of the expansion point x0, as will now be

described.

Series Solution Expanded About an Ordinary Point:

An ordinary point x0 is a point for which the coefficient of the

highest order derivative, evaluated at x0, does not vanish, i.e.

P
0 0

),*0 (4). For a solution expanded about an ordinary point, the

n independent solutions can be readily found, as illustrated by this

example:

(1-13x)Y"(x) y(x) = 0 (3.4)

The solution to this second order equation is assumed in the form

ro

k=0



cc

The second derivative is y"(x) = Ar k r)(k+r-1)xk+r-2.

k=0

Substitution of y and y" into equation 3.4 gives:

cc cc

,rA

77rk r-r k+r)(k+1 /
k+r-2

/ Ar (
.

k+r)(k+r-1)X
k+r-1

'

k=0 k=0

Equal powers of x are obtained:

00

1? rk('
k+r)(k+r-1)xk+r-2

;j,^77,

Pr(k-1)(k+r-1)(k+r-2
k=0 k=1

cc

k+r-2
+ ,,Ar(k_2)x = 0.

k=2

The recurrence relationship is:

co

k=0

xk +r-2

Ark (k+r)(k+r-1) - Mr(k_i) (k+r-1)(k+r-2) Ar(k-2)

14

k+r
A1

k
x =

The indicial equation is obtained from 3.5 for the case k = 0:

Ar0(6(r-1) 0.

Since ArO is arbitrary, the two roots are ro = 1 and r1 = 0, and a

separate set of coefficients corresponds to each root:

for r
0

= 1:

and

11 W+1 1 k-1

1 A

k(k+1) '1(k-2)

for r = 0: BilS111 A 1

1 0 k 0(k-1) k(k-1) '0(k-2)

(3.5)



The first few terms of each solution are:

and

u 1(x) = A
10 6

+ 3- x2 + ..]

u (x) = A00 xg[l -x + 1 x2 +..
oo 2
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The coefficients for each series solution can be readily calculated

without any of them becoming infinite. As will be seen in the next

section, a series expansion about a singular point may produce diffi-

culties in the calculation of the coefficients. A special solution

technique must then be used (3).

Series Solution Expanded About a Regular Singular Point

A singular point x0 causes the leading coefficient P0(x) to vanish

at x = x
0'

Two types of singular points exist, regular singular points

and irregular singular points. A regular singular point X0 has the

property that the functions

Pl(xn) 2 P2(x )
(x-x ) plo(4) (X)( ) ,

n
P
n
(x )

can all be expanded in Taylor series about X0; they are analytic at

xo. An irregular singular point is a point for which the above crite-

rion does not hold. For a regular singular point, a series solution in

the form 3.2 can be shown to exist (3). The solution in the neighbor-

hood of an irregular singular point may be much more complicated and

will not be covered in this thesis.
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The example equation 3.4 will now be re-examined by expanding the

solution about the regular singular point x0 = 1/R. A change of vari-

able is made, in order to redefine the singularity to be at the origin:

e = x -

When the series for y"(8) and y(e) are substituted into the equa-

tion, the following recurrence relation is obtained:

- RA
rk

( k +r)(k+r-1) + Ar(k_i) = 0. (3.8)

The two roots are r
1

=0 and r
0
=1

'

and the two recurrence relations

are:

for r0 = 1 : Alk
1

(k 1)(k) 1(k-1)

1

for r
1

= 0 : A
0 13(k)(k-1) Ao(k-1)

(3.9)

(3.10)

The coefficients for the larger root 1-0=1 can be calculated as:

A11
A

(2)(1) A10

1 1

Al2 g3)(2) All 1232 A10

The solution corresponding to this root takes the form:

ul(e) = Aloe [1
1 1 9 2

122f3
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The solution corresponding to the other root cannot be calculated

from the recurrence relation 3.10 alone. For k=1 and above, the coef-

ficients become infinite.

When the roots of the indicial equation differ from each other by

integers (including zero for the case of repeated roots) the n inde-

pendent solutions may be difficult to find, as the above example

illustrates. Some of the solutions may in general contain logarithmic

terms. When the roots differ from each other by non-integers, the n

solutions may be obtained directly from the recurrence relations.

Methods for handling the case of roots, which differ by integers, will

now be given.

The Special Solution Method

The following method describes how the n linearly independent

solutions are obtained (3). In the following explanation, the indicial

equation is denoted by f0(r)=0.

When the equation f0(r)=0 produces a group of roots having a

subset of roots r0, r1,"" rm which differ from each other by integers,

then a special technique is used. The roots r0, r1,..., rm are assumed

to be arranged in order of decreasing size so that ro>ri>...>rm. The

root r0 is assumed to have multiplicity i, the root ri multiplicity

j-i, the root rj to have multiplicity k-j and so on, where r0, ri,

rj,... are distinct from each other. The special variable a is

introduced and is imagined to vary in the vicinity of a root of f0(r)=0.

The is in the recurrence relations and the powers of x are replaced

by a.
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The series solution then takes the form:

;(x,a) = .)/ Ak(a)x6 4.k

k =0

and each coefficient Ak is now a function of a. In order to avoid any

of the coefficients from becoming infinite, the whole series is mul-

tiplied throughout by f(a) where

f(a) = f0(a+1) f0(a+2) f0(a4W)

where W = r
0
-r
m

.

The multiplication of the series throughout by f(a) removes any

singularities from the denominators of the coefficients and is equiva-

lent to replacement of the arbitrary constant A0 by f(u)A0. A new

function is now defined as

Y(x,a) = f(a) ; (x,a)

The first subset of solutions corresponds to the largest magnitude

root r0 and has i members, given by:

ua(x) =
;PY(x,a)

3ap a=r0

for p = 0, 1, 2,..., i-1 and cc= m-p .

The second subset of solutions corresponds to the next root ri and has

j-i members, given by:

3PY(x,a)
u
a
(x)

(Tip a=r.
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for p = i, i+1,..., j-1 and a=m-p .

The last subset of solutions corresponds to the last root rm and has

m+l-k members, given by:

ua(x) = '^'''
\

RIP I a=r

for p = k, k+1,..., m , and a=m-p.

These m+1 solutions can be shown to be linearly independent(3). The

previous example problem will now be completed by using the above method.

Recall that for the example:

(1-13x) y" + y=0,

the indicial equation is f0(r) = r(r-1) = 0. The first root r0 =1 is a

root of multiplicity 1 as is the second root r1=0, thus i=1 and j=2.

and f(a) = f0(a+1) = a(a+1).

The series solution takes the form:

Y(e,a) = a(a+1)i Ao 1.1 + 1 e +
1

ISa(a+1) 2cs(a +l)2(a +2)

After cancellation of the leading a with a in the denominator of each

coefficient the solution is:

Y(e,a) = ea(a+1)A0 [a + 1 e+ 2 12 62 +...

ga+1) (0+1) (a+2)

The first solution is obtained as before:

u1(6) A106 [ 1 4- 6 1 62 +'"
2 12(32
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The second solution is obtained as:

uo(e)

with the result that:

u o(e) = A00 The
t
i e + 1 2 92 +...
a

A00
1

e
1

e
2

2f3

+ A00 6 --7 62 4....
13 413

The second solution has now been found.

The blade solution will involve two different series expansions,

one about the ordinary point =0 and the other about the regular sin-

gular point --,1/. The first series solution will pose no difficulty

in the determination of the four independent solutions. The solution

about the regular singular point will be more difficult to find, as the

four roots of the indicial equal all differ by integers.

The next chapter will describe the blade series solution about the

ordinary point.
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IV. BLADE SERIES SOLUTION I

In this chapter, the equation governing the blade deflection will

be solved by a series expansion about an ordinary point. When the

blade mass and stiffness distributions are assumed to vary linearly,

the fourth order differential equation 2.21 has polynomial coefficients.

Four linearly independent series solutions will be found by substitu-

tion of the assumed series solution and its derivatives into the dif-

ferential equation. The exact frequencies and mode shapes for both

hinged blades and cantilever blades will be found.

Linear Mass and Stiffness Distributions

The stiffness and mass distributions will be assumed in the form:

f() = (4.1)

and h() =

The parameters 5 and y may both vary between zero and one inclu-

sive, by giving different stiffness and mass distributions. When 5

and y both equal zero, the blade has uniform stiffness and mass. When

5 and y both equal one, the stiffness and mass both vary from a maximum

at the attachment point to zero at the tip. As will be seen in the

next section, the series expansion about the ordinary point'does not

converge for values of 5 equal to one.

Radius of Convergence of the Series Solution

For linear stiffness and mass distributions of the form 4.1 the

blade differential equation 2.21 becomes:
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P0(5) 4)"" P
1
(E) GPI" P

2
(E) e P

3
(E) P4(g) = 0 (4.2

where P0(g) = 1-6E

P
1
(E) =

P2(V -T12

3

[ all -E) 2(1-ai)(1-e) (1+a)]

P3() = n
21

and P4 (E) = -w
2

(lcci)E 21

(1-yE)

The leading coefficient P0(e) vanishes for E=1/a but not for The

point E;=0 is an ordinary point and a regular singular point for

this differential equation. The radius of convergence of the series

solution can be shown to be the distance from the point of expansion

to the nearest singular point of the differential equation (2); for the

series expanded about E=0, the radius of convergence is va. When $

equals one, the singular point is at E=l or at the tip of the beam.

The boundary conditions at the beam tip require the evaluation of

the series solution and its first three derivatives at When ,e

equals one, these series do not converge; even for values of close

to one, too many terms must be used in the series solution and its

derivatives in order to insure convergence. The series solution about

the regular singular point l/3, will converge with fewer terms, for

values of is close to one (ft,.-0.95 for example). In order to allow 13

values close to one, the regular singular point expansion will be

covered in the next chapter.



The Series Solution

A series solution is assumed in the form:

Co

Arkk +r

23

(4.3)

k=0

The following recurrence relation is obtained after 4) and its deriva-

tives have been substituted into 4.2:

_ 8(k+r-2)
Ark (k+r)

n
2

an
2
(k+r-3)

k-1) (k+r)(k+r-1)
A
r(k-2) (k+r)(k+r-1)(k+r2)

A
r(k-3)

(4.4)

X2(1-aY)(k+r-3)(k+r-4)-w2 2
(k+r-5)(k+r-3)-w2

(k+r)(k+r-1X-2)(k+r-3) Ar(k-4) Y.(k+r)(k+r-1)(k+r-2)(k+r-3) Ar(k-5)

where 6 =a+ - s y + 11(1+a)

The indicial equation is

A
r0

(r)(r-1)(r-2)(r-3) = 0

and since A
r0

is arbitrary the four roots are:

r0=3 r
2
=1

rr
1

=2
3=

0

Corresponding to each of these roots, a separate recurrence relation

can be obtained and four linearly independent solutions determined.

The first few terms of each solution are:

2

3+
4 63 +n`66

u3(C z8 20

2 2
2 3

u W2 = 213 ;3 6 el +...



and

u 1(E) = E 4. _16_ n26,0 n2 (26

24

_0) 4
+...

u0(E) = 1 -
n2

+
26 E2

24

The linear independence of these solutions can be asserted by noting

that each one begins with a different power of Z. The general solution

is the linear combination:

4)(E) = Co u0(E) + C1 ul(E) + C a2 (Z) C
3

u3 (E)(E) . (4.5)

The boundary conditions will now be applied to the general solution 4.5

in order to obtain a set of linear equations, from which the frequencies

and mode shapes may be found.

The Boundary Conditions

For the cantilever blade, the boundary conditions at E.0 give:

,(0) = Co = 0

'(0) = Cl - 2 C0 = 0

hence both Co and C1 are equal to zero. For this case the solution

reduces to:

(1)(Z) = C2 u2(E) C3 u
3 3

For the hinged blade, the boundary conditions at E=0 give:

4)(0) = Co = 0

e(0) = n
2

C + 2 C2 = 0



For this case the solution reduces to:

(E) = C1 ul(E) + C3 u3 (c).

The boundary conditions at the tip of the blade can be expressed in

matrix form as:

b25

b
13

Cs

b
23

C
3

0

0

25

(4.6)

in which s=1 for the hinged blade and s=2 for the cantilever blade.

For k=s,3: b
lk

= u
k
"(1)

b
2k

=(1-3)u
k
"1(1)-$u " (1)-u(l+a)n

2
u

'

(1)+uw
2
uk(1).

(4.7)

(4.8)

For a nontrivialic,the determinant of the square matrix in 4.6

must be equal to zero. The natural frequency ratios wn are found by

determining the zeros of the function D(w); the elements of 4.6

are computed using the recurrence relations and by using trial values

of w. The determinant is then calculated and a root search is used.

The blade natural frequencies are given by:

/EI

n /p
0

4
A L
0

The mode shapes can be found by solving either of the equations in

4.6 for the ratio Cs/C3. From the first equation in 4.6:

C
s

b
13

u
3
"(1)

C3 bis us"(1)
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The mode shape is then given by:

ul"(1)

cbM = Cl I us(0 u
u

The numerical methods for calculating the frequencies and mode

shapes will be given in a later section. The next chapter will

describe the regular singular point expansion.
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V. BLADE SERIES SOLUTION II

The series solution for the blade deflection expanded about a

regular singular point will now be described. For values of the

stiffness parameter i3 close to one, the series solution of this chapter

will converge with fewer terms than the series solution of Chapter IV.

A set of recurrence relations will be obtained after substitution

of the series solution and its derivatives into the differential equa-

tion. The four roots of the indicial equation differ by integers and

the special solution technique described in Chapter III will be used.

The boundary conditions will be applied to the general solution, so

that a set of equations will be produced from which the frequencies

and mode shapes may be obtained.

The Series Solution

The point is a regular singular point of the differential

equation 4.2. A change of variable is made in order to redefine the

singular point at the origin:

=0

e= W3-1

e=1/

Fig.-3. A Change of Variables.

ANEW.1141
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From Figure 3, it can be seen that the blade attachment point is at

or 8=1/$, while the tip of the blade is at =1 or 8=1/$-1.

In terms of e and the beam deflection )(e) the differential equa-

tion is:

eT"" + 2$"' + [ ,i+be+ce2 + de3 J +

[ b+2c8+3de2 cr)1+ [e+fe ci) = 0 (5.1)

where

and

a

2

[ (1-1/0 a + -271(1 -1/f32)(1-ay) -

2

b [a + 1(1 -ay) - y/$2 ]

2

c = [ -y/ 4-0 -con
13

2

d
33

-w
2

(1-y/5)e =

f = -W
2
yia

When a series solution of the form:

CO

ci)(e) = e=6 6

along with its first four derivatives are substituted into 5.1, the

k +r

following recurrence relation is obtained:



A
5 (k+r-2)b

rk
A ,

(0r)(k+r..1) rtk-1) (k+r)(k+r-1)2

Ar(k_2

(k+r-3)(k+r-2)c-Fe A

(k+r)(k+r-1)2(k+r-2) r

The indicial equation is:

A
r0

r(r-1)2(r-2) = 0

29

(5.2)

(k+r-4)(k+r-2)d+f

k-3) (k+r)(k+r-1)2(k+r-2)
r(k-4)

Since A
r0

is arbitrary, the four roots are:

rr
0
=2

2
=1

and

r
1
=1 r

3
=0

One independent solution must be determined for each of these four roots.

The special solution technique, described in Chapter III will now be

used.

The series solution is rewritten in the form:

(.11

c;(e,a) = //j Ak(c) e
k+a

k=0

(5.3)

where A
k
(a) is obtained from the recurrence relations 5.2 by replacement

of r by a and allowing a to be a variable. The series is then

multiplied throughout by f(a), where

f(a) = (a+2)(a+1)3a3(a-1).

The multiplication of the series 5.3 throughout by f(c) removes any

singularities in the denominators of the coefficients. The solution

then takes the form:
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00

$(e,a) = ea f(a) 2k(a) k

= ea (042)(a+1 )3a2(a-1 ) I [a- e+ ;52-a2 e2 I

.(a+1) a +1 a +2

The arbitrary constant Ar0 has been set equal to 1.

The first solution corresponds to the root r0 =2 and is given by:

U
3
(6) = 4(13,a)

c=2

The second and third solutions correspond to the roots r1 =1 and r2=1

and are given by:

and

t712(e) (aed'°')

2-
: /..\ q5(e,a)uvu,

aa2 a=1

The last solution corresponds to the root r3=0 and is given by

U
0
(e) =

3 ge,a)

Da
3

c=0 .

When this formal solution procedure is carried out, some of the results

become simplified, due to the disappearance of various terms when the

particular values of a are substituted.

The first solution becomes:

CO

53(e) Ak(a) 10=2
ek+2

k=0

-2
82 [ 2

-
3

a- a

36

-4b e2



the second solution has the form:

52(e) i Ak(a) a=1 e k+1

-2

=e [ 1 - e+ a
12

u (3" +...]

the third solution has the simplified form:

1
(e) = 1ne

CO

(0.) ek+1

9A(0)!
N eN

3a cr=1

1ne 1,12(e) + er1+ 7 5 e +

and finally, the last solution has the greatly simplified form:

CO

(9) = 1 n A e
k

+
k(a)

0
ek

k=0 k=0
9a a=0

ine[..5e 52 e2 [14.58...

4

5202

2
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The general solution is a linear combination of these four components:

cT(e) = c060(e) + c1G1(0) + c2G2(e) + c353( ). (5.3)

The boundary conditions for both the cantilever and the hinged beam will

now be applied to 4.3 in order to find the frequencies and mode shapes

for each case.

The Boundary Conditions

The following boundary conditions will now be applied to the

general solution 5.3. The attachment point and the free end are

denoted by BASE and TIP respectively.



(BASE) = 0

cantilever: 4'(BASE) = 0 or hinge: ;"(BASE) = 0

3"(TIP) =_O

and

32

(1-$) GP" (TIP) $"(TIP) 1,10+aTil
2-
q5' (TIP) -1,1W

2
,TIP) = 0 . (5.7)

These four boundary conditions can be written in matrix form as:

b00 b01
b
02

b
03

b
10

b
11

b12 b
13

b
20

b
21

b
22

b
23

b
30

b
31

b
32

b
33

where

b
Oi

= E.J (BASE)

b
lj

= iJ.(BASE), cantilever
J

or

co

Cl

C
2

C
3

0

0

0

0

(5.8)

bij = iii"(8ASE), hinge

b2j = Elin(TIP)

andb3j=(1 -13)5."1 (TIP)
"(TIP) 11(11-C)n25.1(TIP) -11W2Ci(TIP)

for

j = 0, 1, 2, 3 .

Each element bii(w) is a function of the fundamental frequency ratio w.

In order to find a nontrivial solution{c}to 5.8, the determinant of

the matrix (bij) must be zero. The objective of a computer program,

to be presented in Chapter VI is to find the values of w which cause

the determinant D(w) to vanish.
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To each fundamental frequency ratio wn there exists a character-

istic vibrational mode shape $n(e). To find a mode shape, the matrix

of constantsic}must be determined. One of the Ci's is chosen arbi

trarily and the others are determined from three of the equations in

5.8. With C0=1, the last three equations of 5.3 are rewritten as:

b
11

b
12

b
13

b
21

b
22

b
23

b
31

b
32

b
33

C2

C3

-

b
10

b
20

b30

from which

--1
Cl b

11
b
12

b13
b10

C2 MM. b
21

b
22

b
23 b20

C3 b
31

b
32

b
33

b30

Then the mode shape for each natural frequency ratio is:

75(8) 60(e) C151(8) C2I12(8) C3u3(8)

The mode shape can be found by calculating $(e) for several values of

along the beam.

Of course, calculation of the series solutions, fundamental

frequency ratios and associated mode shapes can be practicably done

only with a computer. The next chapter will describe some of these

numerical results.
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VI. NUMERICAL METHODS AND FREQUENCY RESULTS

In the last two chapters the rotating blade series solutions were

developed. The calculation of these solutions requires many arithmetic

operations and can be practicably done only with a computer. A descrip-

tion of the computer program and the frequency results will now be

given.

The Computer Program

The program for frequency and mode shape determination is listed

in the Appendix. The main program, called Program ROTOR, is used to

find the roots of the function D(w) by the secant method. These roots

are the fundamental frequency ratios wn.

In this program the blade parameters and rotation rate ratio are

read in as input values. An approximation to the desired frequency

ratio is also read in and must be less than this frequency ratio but

greater than the closest lower frequency ratio. The program is then

used to calculate D(w) for these parameters and the frequency ratio

estimate. The frequency estimate is then incremented by a certain

amount and a new value for D(w) is calculated. This process is con-

tinued until a sign change in D(w) is detected, and the secant method

is then used to converge the frequency estimates to the true value.

The convergence criterion is satisfied when the absolute value of the

difference of two successive frequency values wl and w2 is less than

a prescribed error tolerance.
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The series solutions, their derivatives, and the determinant

D(w) are calculated in a function subprogram. The blade parameters,

rotation rate, and the frequency estimate are passed to this function

and the recurrence relations are used to calculate the series coef-

ficients. The appropriate series solutions and their derivatives are

then calculated and evaluated at either the attachment point or the

free end of the beam. The value of D(w) is then calculated and passed

back to the main program.

Two different function programs are used. The first function,

POLY, uses the ordinary point series expansion for values of the

stiffness parameter $ equal to or near zero. Approximately one hundred

terms must be used to insure series convergence. For larger values of

(3, more terms are needed.

The second function, POLYN, uses the regular singular point series

expansion for values close to one and approximately one hundred terms

are needed for series convergence. Values of equal to one cannot be

used in this function subprogram because a special form of the solution

developed in Chapter IV must be used.

After a particular frequency ratio wn has been determined, the

corresponding mode shape (fin can be calculated by using the subroutine

EIGEN. This subroutine is used to determine the constants icy of

equations 4.6 or 5.8. The mode shape is then found by calculation of

the blade deflection for several points along the beam.

The details of the computer program are presented in the Appendix.

Some of the numerical frequency results will now be described.
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Frequency Results

The frequency results obtained from the computer program are

listed in Tables 1 -1.0 starting on page 56. The numerical methods

for these results give frequency values which are accurate to within

four decimal places. The first five fundamental frequencies are given

for both uniform and tapered cantilever and hinged beams for various

rotation rates in Tables 1-4.

It is interesting to observe the effect of various system

parameters on the frequencies. The effect of the centrifugal force is

to increase the blade stiffness. As the rotation rate increases, the

fundamental frequencies also increase.

The effects of root offset a are similar to those of rotation

rate. From Tables 6-7 the effects of the root offset on the first two

frequencies of uniform cantilever and hinged blades can be seen. For

zero rotation rate, the root offset has no effect; for a nonzero

rotation rate, the frequency ratios increase as the root offset is

increased.

Tables 1-5 show the effect of changes in the mass and stiffness

distributions. For the cantilever blade, Table 5 shows that an increase

in the mass distribution parameter y from zero to one increases the

frequency ratios relative to those for the uniform blade. When the

stiffness distribution parameter is increased from zero to 0.95 the

frequency ratios decrease. Table 5 also shows the combined effect of

a change in both parameters.
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Tables 8 through 10 on pages 63 thru 65 show the effects of the

tip mass. As the tip mass ratio u is increased, the fundamental

frequencies for zero rotation rate decrease. For certain nonzero

rotation rates however, the second frequencies increase relative to

those for zero tip mass.

Figures 4-7 on pages 38 thru 41 show some of the frequency results

in graphical form. The effects of rotation rate and root offset on

the first two frequencies of uniform and tapered blades are shown.

The tapered blades have values for 1' and f3 of 0.8 and 0.95 respectively.

The values for root offset are zero and one.

In the next chapter, some approximate methods will be described.

The frequency estimates obtained from these methods will be compared

to the exact values. The effects of blade parameters on the approxi-

mate results will also be noted.
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VII. COMPARISONS WITH APPROXIMATE METHODS

In this chapter two approximate methods will be described and the

frequency estimates obtained from these methods will be compared to

the exact values. The Rayleigh quotient forms the basis of these

methods and can be derived from the energy relationships for the rota-

ting beam found in Chapter II. The cantilever and hinged beam mode

shapes will also be presented in order to explain the accuracy of the

approximate results.

The Rayleigh Quotient

The Rayleigh quotient for a rotating beam can be readily derived

from the energy relationships. By equating the kinetic energy at zero

displacement to the potential energy at maximum displacement the

following equation is obtained:

EI

2 2

"" n 194)! d
2 0 0

R (1)) =
1

pA0L'
f hcp

2
dE, + 14

2
(1)

0

(7.1)

where f, g, h, and are defined in Chapter II on page 9. When

is one of the exact mode shapes, R(1)) has the value of the corresponding

exact frequency. Also, R2 is stationary with respect to variations in

at each of the frequencies.

The Rayleigh quotient forms the basis for the Rayleigh procedure

and the Rayleigh Ritz procedure, both to be described next.
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The Rayleigh Procedure

The Rayleigh method involves the use of an approximation for the

mode shape q) in 7.1. A mode shape which satisfies the blade boundary

conditions is assumed and is used to evaluate R
2
(q5). The accuracy of

the resulting frequency estimate will depend upon how closely the

assumed mode shape approximates the exact mode shape.

In a report by Yntema, the exact nonrotating beam mode shape is

used as an approximation for the rotating beam mode shape (I). This

assumed mode shape satisfies the same boundary conditions as the

rotating beam mode shape, and the accuracy of the results depends on

how closely the assumed shape approximates the actual shape.

Tables 11 and 12 show the comparisons of the frequencies obtained

by this method with the corresponding exact values. From these tables

two generalizations can be made: 1) the results are more accurate for

the higher modes, and 2) the results are more accurate for lower rota-

tion rates. Both of these statements are true for uniform and tapered

blades.

The results can be understood by examining the cantilever and

hinged beam mode shapes. Figures 8-13 show some of the mode shapes

for uniform cantilever and hinged blades. Each figure shows two mode

shapes, one for n=0 and one for n=12. From these figures it can be

seen that for a particular mode, the rotating beam mode shape deviates

from the nonrotating beam mode shape by greater amounts as the rotation

rate is increased. These deviations become smaller for the higher

modes.
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In the Rayleigh procedure above, only one frequency estimate is

obtained per assumed mode shape. The assumed mode shape is substituted

into 7.1 and the corresponding frequency estimate is obtained. In the

following method, several frequency estimates corresponding to distinct

natural frequencies may be obtained for one assumed mode shape.

The Rayleigh Ritz Procedure

The Rayleigh quotient 7.1 can be used in conjunction with an

assumed mode shape of the form:

(0 = Al Vl (0 A2 4)2 (0 + AN 4)N (0

The constants Al, A2, ..., AN are constants to be determined, and the

q)i's are a set of linearly independent approximating functions each of

which satisfies the boundary conditions of the problem. By assuming

a mode shape as a linear combination of N functions, the first N blade

natural frequencies can be estimated. These frequencies can be deter-

mined by solving an NXN determinant.

This method can be used advantageously to estimate the first few

natural frequencies of cantilever or hinged blades. To find the first

two frequencies for the cantilever blade, two approximating functions

can be assumed in the form:

41W = 4e 6Z2

4)2() = 35 - 10e + 10e.

(7.2)

(7.3)

For the hinged blade the approximating functions can be assumed as:



1p ) =

51

(7.4)

IP
2
(E) = 21E

5
- 70E

4
+ 70E

3
. (7.5)

The assumed mode shape

q(E) = A14)1(E) A24)2(E) (7.6)

is substituted into 7.1 and the constants Al and A2 as well as the

first two natural frequencies are determined.

Tables 13 and 14 on pages 68 and 69 show some of the comparisons

of the results obtained by this method with the exact frequencies.

The results are excellent for the first natural frequency estimates,

but become less accurate for the second frequency. The results for

the second frequency could be expected to improve if more approximating

functions were used. The results for the first mode of the hinged beam

are exact, because the exact mode shape has been represented by the

function:

The accuracy of these results depends upon how well a linear

combination of the approximating functions 11).1 and .q)2 approximates the

exact mode shape. The choice of the proper approximating functions is

important; if one or more of these functions do not satisfy all of the

blade boundary conditions the results will be less accurate.

It is important to compare some of the results from these approxi-

mate methods with the exact solutions in order to determine the limi-

tations on these methods. The design of rotor blades can be greatly

improved if accurate values for the natural frequencies can be

obtained.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

The objective of successful rotor blade design is the minimization

of resonant blade excitation. When the frequency of a force, acting

on the blade, matches or gets close to one of the blade natural fre-

quencies, large blade deflections and stresses develop.

One possible source of resonant excitation is rotor imbalance,

which forces the blades at frequencies equal to the rotor rotation

rate. Another possible source is tower shadow in wind turbines, which

occurs when a blade passes behind the tower and a disturbance in the

atmospheric flow on the blade results. For a three bladed rotor, these

forcing frequencies would occur at integer multiples of the number of

blades. For a two bladed rotor these frequencies would occur at 2n,

4n,... and for a three bladed rotor they would occur at 3n, 6n,... .

The effects of resonance from the higher frequency forcing

functions can be considered to be less important, as damping in the

system temds to limit the amplitude of the blade oscillations. The

lower frequencies, however, are very important. Figures 14 and 15

show the rotation rates, at which resonances for the first two natural

frequencies of uniform blades occur. The forcing funcitons have

frequency ratios of n, 2n, 3n, 4n, and 6n.

The objective is to design the blade so that a resonant frequency

will not occur at a rotation speed at which the rotor operates con-

tinuously. The designer must know what effects the blade parameters
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have on the natural frequencies. These effects can be understood by

finding the exact frequencies and mode shapes of a rotating beam.
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IX. TABLES 1-14

Table 1. Effects of rotation rate on the first five fundamental
frequencies of a Uniform Cantilever BTade with zero root
offset and zero tip mass. a=0, =0, y=0, p=0.

n wi w
2

w
3

w
4

w
5

0. 3.5160 22.0345 61.6972 120.902 199.860

1.0 3.6817 22.1810 61.8418 121.051 200.012

2.0 4.1373 22.6149 62.2732 121.497 200.467

3.0 4.7973 23.3203 62.9850 122.236 201.223

4.0 5.5850 24.2734 63.9668 123.261 202.277

5.0 6.4495 25.4461 65.2050 124.566 203.622

6.0 7.3604 26.8091 66.6840 126.140 205.253

7.0 8.2996 28.3341 68.3860 127.972 207.161

8.0 9.2568 29.9954 70.2930 130.049 209.338

9.0 10.2257 31.7705 72.3867 132.358 211.775

10.0 11.2023 33.6404 74.6493 134.884 214.461

11.0 12.1843 35.5890 77.0638 137.614 217.385

12.0 13.1702 37.6031 79.6145 140.534 220.536
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Table 2. Effects of rotation rate on the first five fundamental
frequencies of a Uniform Hinged Blade with zero root offset
and zero tip mass. a=0, 13=0, Y=0, u=0,

w
1

w
2

w
3

w
4

w
5

0.0 0.0000 15.4182 49.9649 104.248 178.270

1.0 1.0000 15.6242 50.1437 104.420 178.440

2.0 2.0000 16.2261 50.6760 104.936 178.949

3.0 3.0000 17.1807 51.5498 105.789 179.794

4.0 4.0000 18.4313 52.7463 106.971 180.970

5.0 5.0000 19.9197 54.2419 108.469 182.469

6.0 6.0000 21.5944 56.0099 110.270 184.283

7.0 7.0000 23.4133 58.0223 112.356 186.401

8.0 8.0000 25.3436 60.2513 114.709 188.812

9.0 9.0000 27.3601 62.6705 117.313 191.504

10.0 10.0000 29.4439 65.2554 120.146 194.462

11.0 11.0000 31.5809 67.9842 123.192 197.673

12.0 12.0000 33.7603 70.8373 126.431 201.122
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Table 3. Effects of rotation rate on the first five frequencies of
a Tapered Cantilever Blade with zero root offset and zero
tip mass. a=0, y=0.8, 11=0,

n w
1

w
2

w
3

w
4

w
5

0.0 5.2738 24.0041 59.9701 112.909 183.024

1.0 5.3903 24.1069 60.0696 113.009 183.124

2.0 5.7249 24.4130 60.3669 113.307 183.424

3.0 6.2402 24.9149 60.8590 113.803 183.923

4.0 6.8928 25.6013 61.5412 114.492 184.619

5.0 7.6443 26.4581 62.4069 115.372 185.509

6.0 8.4653 27.4693 63.4483 116.439 186.591

7.0 9.3347 28.6185 64.6566 117.685 187.862

8.0 10.2379 29.8894 66.0222 119.107 189.316

9.0 11.1650 31.2669 67.5351 120.696 190.950

10.0 12.1092 32.7369 69.1851 122.446 192.759

11.0 13.0657 34.2871 70.9622 124.350 194.737

12.0 14.0313 35.9064 72.8565 126.401 196.880
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Table 4. Effects of rotation rate
Tapered Hinged Blade with

on the first five frequencies of a
zero root offset and zero tip mass.

a=0, 5 =0.95, y=0.8, p=0.

n wl
W2

w
3 W4

w
5

0.0 0.0000 16.7328 48.4691 97.1704 163.002

1.0 1.0000 16.8711 48.5872 97.2823 163.111

2.0 2.0000 17.2794 48.9395 97.6172 163.438

3.0 3.0000 17.9388 49.5210 98.1727 163.983

4.0 4.0000 18.8233 50.3234 98.9450 164.741

5.0 5.0000 19.9022 51.3360 99.9287 165.711

6.0 6.0000 21.1456 52.5463 101.117 166.889

7.0 7.0000 22.5260 53.9405 102.504 168.269

8.0 8.0000 24.0195 55.5042 104.079 169.847

9.0 9.0000 25.6060 57.2230 105.835 171.618

10.0 10.0000 27.2692 59.0828 107.762 173.573

11.0 11.0000 28.9956 61.0700 109.850 175.708

12.0 12.0000 30.7745 63.1722 112.090 178.105
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Table 5. Effects of
the first
Blade..

changes in mass and stiffness
five fundamental frequencies

distributions on
of a Cantilever

w
1

y=1.0, =0.0

w
4

w
5w2

w
3

0.0

12.0

7.9280

15.1882

40.116

47.480

y=0.0,

105.059

112.369

.=-0.95

200.628

208.139

327.068

334.725

n w
1

w
2

w3 w
4

w
5

0.0

12.0

3.1027

13.1298

16.180

34.018

Z =0.8,

41.907

64.018

=0.95

79.914

104.400

130.344

156.325

n w
1

w
2

w
3

w
4

w
5

0.0 5.2738 24.004 59.970 112.909 183.024

12.0 14.0313 35.906 72.857 126.401 196.880

y=0.0, =0.0

w
1

w
2

w
3 w4

w
5

0.0 3.5160 22.035 61.697 120.902 199.860

12.0 13.1702 37.603 79.615 140.534 220.536
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Table 6. Effects of root offset on the first two frequencies of a
Uniform Cantilever Blade with zero tip mass. i=0,

1.1=0.

n

cc=0.

w
2

04=1.

w
2w

1

w
1

w
2

w
1

0.0 3.5160 22.0345 3.5160 22.0345 3.5160 22.0345

1.0 3.6817 22.1810 3.7029 22.2005 3.8888 22.3750

2.0 4.1373 22.6149 4.2123 22.6912 4.8337 23.3660

3.0 4.7973 23.3203 4.9412 23.4863 6.0818 24.9277

4.0 5.5850 24.2734 5.8026 24.5559 7.4751 26.9573

5.0 6.4495 25.4461 6.7414 25.8655 8.9404 29.3528

6.0 7.3604 26.8091 7.7260 27.3797 10.4439 32.0272

7.0 8.2996 28.3341 8.7384 29.0653 11.9691 34.9116

8.0 9.2568 29.9954 9.7682 30.8930 13.5074 37.9538

9.0 10.2257 31.7705 10.8092 32.8377 15.0541 41.1154

10.0 11.2023 33.6404 11.8578 34.8784 16.6064 44.3682

11.0 12.1843 35.5890 12.9116 36.9981 18.1625 47.6916

12.0 13.1702 37.6031 13.9692 39.1829 19.7215 51.0701
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Table 7. Effects of root offset on the first two frequencies of a
Uniform Hinged Blade with zero tip mass. 5 =0, y=0, u=0.

n

a=0.0 a=0.1

wl

a=1.0

w
1

w
2

w
1 W2 W2

0.0 0.0000 15.4182 0.0000 15.4182 0.0000 15.4182

1.0 1.0000 15.6242 1.0724 15.6537 1.5806 15.9161

2.0 2.0000 16.2261 2.1447 16.3389 3.1586 17.3179

3.0 3.0000 17.1807 3.2170 17.4186 4.7333 19.4142

4.0 4.0000 18.4313 4.2892 18.8218 6.3056 21.9897

5.0 5.0000 19.9197 5.3613 20.4785 7.8765 24.8804

6.0 6.0000 21.5944 6.4334 22.3291 9.4467 27.9770

7.0 7.0000 23.4133 7.5054 24.3263 11.0166 31.2103

8.0 8.0000 25.3436 8.5775 26.4345 12.5865 34.5373

9.0 9.0000 27.3601 9.6495 28.6272 14.1563 37.9304

10.0 10.0000 29.4439 10.7215 30.8851 15.7263 41.3720

11.0 11.0000 31.5809 11.7935 33.1939 17.2963 44.8504

12.0 12.0000 33.7603 12.8656 35.5428 18.8665 48.3572
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Table 8. Comparison of the first and second fundamental frequencies
of a Uniform Cantilever Beam with and without a tip mass.

y=0, a=0,

Ti

11=0.0 ;1=1.0 11=0.0 p=1.0

w
1

w
1

w
2

w2

0.0 3.5160 1.5573 22.0345 16.2500

1.0 3.6817 1.9017 22.1810 16.7570

2.0 4.1373 2.6696 22.6149 18.1910

3.0 4.7973 3.5823 23.3203 20.3504

4.0 5.5850 4.5429 24.2734 23.0229

5.0 6.4495 5.5218 25.4461 26.0415

6.0 7.3604 6.5090 26.8091 29.2917

7.0 8.2996 7.5005 28.3341 32.6984

8.0 9.2568 8.4945 29.9954 36.2134

9.0 10.2257 9.4899 31.7705 39.8048

10.0 11.2023 10.4864 33.6404 43.4517

11.0 12.1843 11.4836 35.5890 47.1399

12.0 13.1702 12.4814 37.603 1 50.8594
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Table 9. Comparisons of the first and second fundamental frequencies
of a Uniform Hinged Beam with and without a tip mass.
y=0, 5 =0, a=0.

n

11=0.0 1J=1.0 11.0.0 11=1.0

wl wl w
2

w
2

0.0 0.0000 0.0000 15.4182 10.7144

1.0 1.0000 1.0000 15.6242 11.3592

2.0 2.0000 2.0000 16.2261 13.1029

3.0 3.0000 3.0000 17.1807 15.5786

4.0 4.0000 4.0000 18.4313 18.4941

5.0 5.0000 5.0000 19.9197 21.6727

6.0 6.0000 6.0000 21.5944 25.0141

7.0 7.0000 7.0000 23.4133 28.4612

8.0 8.0000 8.0000 25.3436 31.9798

9.0 9.0000 9.0000 27.3601 35.5486

10.0 10.0000 10.0000 29.4439 39.1541

11.0 11.0000 11.0000 31.5809 42.7867

12.0 12.0000 12.0000 33.7603 46.4402
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Table 10. Effect of various tip mass ratios on the first two fre-
quencies of a Uniform Cantilever and Hinged Beam.
y=0, 8=0, a=0.

n= 0 :

Cantilever Beam

w
2

1=0:

Hinged Beam

w
2

w
1

w
1

11=0.0 3.5160 22.0345 11=0.0 0.0000 15.4182

1.1=0.5 2.0163 16.9014 11=0.5 0.0000 11.3340

11=1.0 1.5573 16.2500 11=1.0 0.0000 10.7144

u=2.0 1.1582 15.8609 u=2.0 0.0000 10.3274

n=12: w
1

w
2 ri=12: 1

w
2

11=0.0 13.1702 37.6031 11=0.0 12.000 33.7603

11=0.5 12.6352 43.0415 11=0.5 12.000 37.3369

11=1.0 12.4814 50.8593 11=1.0 12.000 46.4402

11=2.0 12.3517 63.8568 1.1=2.0 12.000 61.7736
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Table 11. Comparison of exact cantilever blade frequencies with those
obtained by the Rayleigh procedure from Yntema (1). wny

frequencies from Yntema; wn: exact frequencies.

a=0, y=0, ft=0, p=0

n w1, wl error w2y w2 error w3y w3 error

0 3.52 3.52 0% 22.04 22.04 0% 61.70 61.70 0%

6 7.43 7.36 1.0% 26.62 26.81 0.7% 66.59 66.68 0.1%

9 10.43 10.23 1.9% 31.42 31.77 1.1% 71.92 72.39 0.7%

12 13.55 13.17 2.9% 37.12 37.60 1.3% 78.78 79.62 1.1%

a=0, y=0.8, p=0

wly wl error w
2y

w2 error w3y w
3

error

0 5.27 5.27 0% 24.00 24.00 0% 59.97 59.97 0%

6 8.50 8.47 0.4% 27.33 27.47 0.5% 63.24 63.45 0.3%

9 11.31 11.17 1.2% 31.00 31.27 0.9% 67.11 67.45 0.6%

12 14.34 14.04 2.2% 35.50 35.91 1.1% 72.17 72.89 1.0%
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Table 12. Comparison of the exact hinged blade frequencies with those
obtained by the Rayleigh procedure from Yntema (1).
why: frequencies from Yntema; wh: exact frequencies.

n w2y w2 %error

a=°, y=0, 13=0, u=°

w4y w4
%errorway w3 %error

0 15.42 15.42 0 49.97 49.97 0 104.25 104.25 0

6 21.62 21.59 0.1 55.96 56.01 0.1 110.16 110.27 0.1

9 27.47 27.36 0.4 62.64 62.67 0.1 117.13 117.31 0.2

12 34.01 33.76 0.7 70.95 70.84 0.2 126.24 126.43 0.2

a=0, y=0.8, 6 =0.95, 11=4

w2y w2 %error w3y w3 %error w4y w
4

%error

0 16.73 16.73 0 48.47 48.47 0 97.17 97.17 0

6 21.19 21.15 0.2 52.46 52.55 0.2 100.99 101.12 0.1

9 25.70 25.61 0.4 57.07 57.22 0.3 105.56 105.84 0.3

12 30.93 30.78 0.5 62.94 63.17 0.4 111.65 112.09 0.4
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Table 13. Comparison of the exact cantilever blade frequencies (wn)
with those obtained by the Rayleigh Ritz procedure (wilR).

a=0, y=0, 8=0, u=0

n w
1R

w
1

%error w
2R

w
2

%error

0 3.519 3.516 0.09 22.626 22.035 2.7

6.0 7.363 7.360 0.04 27.291 26.809 1.8

9.0 10.240 10.226 0.14 32.211 31.771 1.4

12.0 13.21 1 13.170 0.31 38.061 37.603 1.2

a=0, y=0.8, 8=0.95, 11=0

w
1R

w
1

%error w
2R

w
2

%error

0 5.282 5.274 .15 26.390 24.004 9.9

6.0 8.470 8.465 .05 29.478 27.469 7.3

9.0 11.171 11.165 .05 32.958 31.267 5.4

12.0 14.044 14.031 .09 37.315 35.906 3.9
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Table 14. Comparison of the exact hinged blade frequencies (wh) with
those obtained by the Rayleigh Ritz procedure (whR)

n w
1R

a=0, 6 =0, Y=0, 11=0

w
2

%errorw
1

%error w
2R

0 0.00 0.00 0 15.638 15.418 1.4

6.0 6.00 6.00 0 21.974 21.594 1.8

9.0 9.00 9.00 0 27.942 27.360 2.1

12.0 12.00 12.00 0 34.610 33.760 2.5

a=0, 13=0.95, y=0.8, p=0

n w1R
w

1
%error w

2R
w
2

%error

0 0.000 0.000 0 17.678 16.733 5.7

6.0 6.000 6.000 0 22.081 21.146 4.4

9.0 9.000 9.000 0 26.578 25.606 3.8

12.0 12.000 12.000 0 31.823 30.775 3.4
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PROGRAM ROTOR(INPUT,OUTPUT,DATA,TAPE60=INPUT,IAPE31=OUT
1PUT,TAPE5=DATAj

PROGRAM IC FIND THE EXACT BLADE FREQUENOIES D MODE SHAPES
USING IHE ORDINARY POINT SERIES EXPANSION

DIMENSION W(20,20),XNR(20 ),SHAPE(75),X(50)
C W IS THE ARRAY OF CALCULATED FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES
C XNR IS THE ARRAY OF ROTATION RATES, SHAPE IS TEE MODE SHAPE

READ,NMODE,NROTS,EPS

C

READ,A,G,B,U

DC 20G I=1,NMODE
READ4,WR,ADD,XN
READI,IMOD,UMOD

C NMODE IS THE NUM "R OF_INDIVIDUAL MODES FOR FREQUENCY
C DETERMINATION, NH n S Is THE NUMBER OF ROTATION RATES,
is EPS IS THE ERROR TOLERANCE FOR THE FREQUENCY

C A IS THE ROOT OFFSET,B THE STIFFNESS,G IHE MASS AND U THE
C TIP MASS RATIO
C WR IS AN APPROXIMATION OF W FROM BELOW, ADD IS AN ADDED
C INCREMENT TO WR TO TRAP THE FREQUENCY IN AN INTERVAL
C XN IS THE ROTATION RATE

C FIND THE ROOT INTERVAL

C

WL=WR
POLY1=POLY(WL,A,G,B,U,XN)

20 POLY2=POLY(WL+ADD,A,G,B,U,XN)
IF(POLY1*POLY2.LI.0.)G0 TO 30
WL=WL+ADD
POLY1=POLY2
GO TO 20

30 WR=WL+ADD

NOW USE THE SECANT METHOD FOR ROOT FINDING
WR1=WL
WR2=WR
POLY3=P0LY2
DO 200 J=1,NROTS
iT3=0

40 POLYD=POLY1-POLY2
DELTA=WR1-WR2
WR1=WR2
oiR2=WR2-DELTAhPOLY2/POLYD
POLY3=POLY2

71
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POLY1=POLY2
POLY2=POLY(WR2,A,G,B,U,XN)
ERR=(WR1WR2)
ERROR=ABS(ERR)
IT3=ITS+1
IF(ITS.GT.10)STCP
IF(ERROR.GT.EPS)30 TO 40
PRINT,"NUMBER OF ITERATION= " ,ITS
PRINT*,WR2
W(I,J)=WR2
XNR(J)=XN

C CHECK TO SEE IF A MODE SHAPE IS TO BE CALCULATED FOR
THIS FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY BY CHECKING THE VALUE
FOR IMODE AND JMODE.

IF(J.NE.JMOD)G0 TO 150
IF(I.NE.IMOD)G0 TO 150

C SUBROUTINE TO FIND EIGENVECTORS AND MODE SHAPES
CALL EIGEN(SHAPE,X)
DO 40 K=1,50
WRITE(5,45)X(K),SHAPE(K)

45 FORMAT(2F10.6)
48 CONTINUE

INCREMENT THE ROTATION RATE BY ONE. A NEW WR DOES NOT NEED
C TO BE READ IN AS THE LAST FREQUENCY CORRESPONDING TO THE
C LAST ROTATION RATE SERVES AS A GOOD APPROXIMATION FROM BELOW

150 XN=XN+1.

IF(J.EQ.NROTS)G0 TO 200
POLY1=POLY(WR1,A,G,B,U,XN)
POLY2=POLY(WR2,A,G,B,U,XN)

200 CONTINUE
PRINT 30

30 FORMAT("0",4X,414",10X,°W1",11X,4W24,11X,"W3",11X,W4",11X,''W5"/)
WRITE(1,1":;c0)NROTS,(XNR(J),NMODE,(W(I,J),I=1,NMODE),J=1,NROTS)

130 FORMAT(=("0",3X,F4.1,5X,=(G12.6,1X)/))
DC 253 J=1,NROTS
WSQUAR=W(1,J)'4W(1,J)
NSQUAR=XNR(J)1XNR(J)
WRITE(10,140)NSQUAR,WSQUAR

140 FORMAT(2F10.4)
250 CONTINUE

STOP
END

C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM TO FIND D(W) .

FUNCTION POLY(W,A.,H,G,U,XN)
DIMENSION C3(1000),D3(1000),C1 (1300),D1(1000)
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DIMENSION C(1001),D(1000),C2(1000),D2(1000)
COMMON/VECTOR/U22,U23,C,D
XN2=XNXN
SIUF=1.-A41
HDIV3=H/3.
HAFSTUF=STUF4.5
W2=WW
STUFF=A+HAFSIUF-HDIV3+Ug.(1.+A)

C CALCULATE THE FIRST FIVE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SOLUTIONS
C U2 FOR HINGE OR U1 FOR CANTILEVER AND D U3 EITHER.
C THE C'S BELOW ARE FOR HINGE. IN ORDER TO USE THIS
C PROGRAM FOR CANTILEVER THE ONLY CHANGE IN WHOLE PROGRAM
C IS TO DEFINE: 0(1)=0., C(2)=1., C(3)=0/3.5
C C(4)=V*2/5.+XN2*STUFF/12., C(5)=G*3./5.4C(4)+XN2
C ..STUFF/2D.'*C()-XN24A/30.iC(2)

C(1)=1.
c(7)=0.

O(3)=XN2STUFF/6.
c(I.1)=Gii0.5:iC(3)-XN2*A/24.

C(5)=G,*0.6*C(4)+XN2*STUFF/20.i,'C(3)

1-(2.5XN2-a3 TUFF*2.-W2)/120.

D(1)=0.
D(2)=0.

D(7)=1.
D(4)=G/2.
D(5)=Gii3./5.*kD(4)+XN2ASTUFF/20.,eD(3)

XI=S,

, NOW USE THE RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE REST + THE
C COEFFICIENTS FOR SERIES DERIVATIVES.

DO 10 L=5,100
XIM1=XI-1.
XIM2=XI-2.
XIM;=XI-3.
XIM4=XI-4,
XIM5=XI-5.
Xi1=XI4XIM1
X12=Xil*XIM2
XI3 =XI2'EXIM3

TERM1=G1*XIM2/XI
TERM2=XN2*STUFF/XI1
TERM3=XN24A.4XIM3/XI2
TERM4=.5:fXN2i'STUF1XIM3XIM14-W2)/XI3
TERM5=XN2HDIV3'4-XIM5/XI2-H*W2/XI3



C

C(L)=TER41*C(L-1)+TERM23(L-2)-TERM3kC(L-3)-TERM44C(L-4)
1+TERM54C(L-5)
D(L)=TERM14D(L-]) +I£ RM2"D(L-2)-TERM3D(L-3)-TERMI D(L-4)
14-TERM54D(L-5)

01(L)=XI4C(L)
Dl(L)=XID(L)
02(L)=XI1C(L)
D2(L)=X:1D(L)
C3(L)=XI24C(L)
D3(L)=XI24D(L)
XI=XI+1.

10 CONTINUE
C1(1)=0.
C1(2)=2.
C1(3)=3.(3)
C1(4)=4.4C(4)
C1(5)=5.4C(5)
D1(1)=0.
D1(2)=0.

D1(3) :3.

D1(4)=4M)(4)
D1(5) =5. D(5)

C2(1)=0.
C2(2)=2.4C(2)
C2(3) :5. C(3)
C2(4)=12.1C(4)
C2(5)=20.C(5)

C(1)='").

03(2)=0.
C3(3)=6.4C(3)
C=(4)=24.4C(4)

C3(5)=50.4C(5)

D2(1)=0.
D2(2)=2.D(2)
D2(3)=5.4D(3)
D2(4)=12.4D(4)
D2(5)=20.'4D(5)

D3(1)=0.
D3(2)=0,

D3(3) =6.WD(3)
D3(4)=24.'4D(4)

D3(5)=60.4'D(5)

U21=U21=U20=U30=0.
U22=U23=ifl2=U33=0.
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0 NOW SUM THE SERIES SOLUTIONS AND DERIVATIVES AND
C EVALUATE AT THE FREE END: E=1.

DO 30 L=1,130
U20=U29 +C(L)

U33=U3O+D(L)
U21=U21+Cl(L)
U31=U31+D1(L)

U22=U22+C2(L)
U23=U23+D2(L)
U32=U32+03(L)
U33=U33+03(L)

50 CONTINUE

C NOW APPLY THE BLADE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
B12=U22
B13=U23
B22=(1.-G)4U32-G*U22-U*(1.+A)1XN2U21+UAW2:ili20
823=(1.-G),,U33-G2U23-U4(1.+A)XN2*031+PW2U30
POLY=B12*B23-822*B13
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TO FIND THE MODE SHAPE
SUBROUTINE EIGEN(SHAPE,X)
DIMENSION SHAPE(75),X(50),C(1000),D(1000)
COMMON/VECTOR/U22,U23,C,D
ADD=1./49.

X(1)=0.
DO 500 1=2,50
U2OX=U3OX=0.
X(I)=X(I-1)+ADD
DO 50 J=1,100
U20X=U20X+O(J)4X(I)",1
U30X=U30X+D(J)X(I)"J

50 CONTINUE
ShAPE(I)=-(U23/U22)4U20X+U3OX

600 CONTINUE
DO 700 I=2,50

700 3HAPE(I)=SHAPE(I)/SHARE(50)
SHAPE(1)=0.
RETURN
END
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PROGRAM RO fOR ( INPUT , UTPUJ. DATA , TAPEr30:INPUT , TAPE617.0UTPUT

1,TAPES:DATA)

C THIS IS THE PROGRAM WHICH USES FUNCTION POLYN TO FIND
C FIND FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES USING THE REGULAR SINGULAR
C POINT SERIES EXPANSION. THE MAIN PROGRAM FINDS THE ROOTS
C BY THE SECANT METHOD. FUUNCTION RUIN FINDS THE DETERMI-
C WANT D(W).

REAL N

DIMENSION W(10,10),XNR(10)
DIMENSION DENOM2(150),COEF21(150),COEF22(150),COEF23(150)

1,C0EF24(150)
DIMENSION DENOMO(150),COEF01(150),00EF02(150),00EF03(150),
1COEF04(150)
DIMENSION DENOM1(150),COEF11(150),COEF12(150),COEF1?;(150)
1,00EF14(150)
COMMON DENOM2,O0EF21,00EF22,C0EF23,C0EF24,DENOM1,
1COEF11,OOEF12,00EF13,COEF14,DENOMO,COEF01,COEF02,
1COEF03,00EF04
DIMENSION 3HAPE(75),X(50)

0

C THE FOLLOWING COEFFICIENTS ARE USED IN THE RECURRENCE RELA-
C TIONS OF POLYN. SINCE THEIR VALUES ARE ALWAYS THE SAME THEY
C ARE CALCULATED HERE AND PASSED TO POLYN BY A COMMON STATEMENT.

C

C

C

DO 10 1=4,125
N=FLOAT(I)
DENOM2(I)=(N+2)*(N+1) x(N-1-1).iN

00EF21(I)=-(N+1)*N/DENOM2(I)
COEF22(I)=-N*N/DENOM2(1)
COEFaVI)=-(N-1 )4N/DENOM2(I)
COEF24(i):-(N-2)*N/DENOM2(i)

DENCM1(I)::(N+1)*N4(N-1)
COEF11(1)=-N*(N-1)/DENCM1(I)
COEF12(I)=-(N-1) 4(N-1)/DENOM1(I)
COEF13(I)=-(N-2)k(N-1)/DENOM1(i)
COEF14(I)=-(N-3)(N-1)/DENOM1(I)

DENOMO(I)=N*(N-1)(N-1)(N-2)
00EF01(I)=-(N-1)*(N-2)/DENOM0(I)
COEF02(1)=-(N-2)*(N-2)/DENOM0(I)
COEF03(I)=-(N-3)(N-2)/DENOM0(I)
COEF04(I)=-(N-4);4(N-2)/DENOMO(I)

10 CONTINUE

C NOW USE THE ROOT FINDER: THE SECANT METHOD
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C FIRST READ IN NUT: THE NUMBER OF DISTINCT FREQUENCIES
C CORRESPONDING TO SEPERATE AND MAIN MODES OF VIBRATION,
C M: THE NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES CORRESPONDING TO THE SAME
C MODE BUT DIFFERENT ROTATION RATES, EPS: THE FREQUENCY
C ERROR TOLERANCE.
C ALSO READ IN ROOT OFFSET A, MASS PARAMETER G, STIFFNESS
C PARAMETER B, ROOT OFFSET U.
C ALSO READ IN THE FREQUENCY ESTIMATE WR WHICH MUST BE BET
C LESS THAN THE DESIRED FREQUENCY BUT LARGER THAN THE
C o LOWER ONE,ADD: THE INCREMENTAL AMOUNT

READ4,NUT,M,EPS
READ1,A,G,B,U
DO 200I=1,NUT
READ,WR,ADD,XN
READ'a,IMOD,JAOD

,
o IMOD CORRESPONDS TO WHICH VALUE FOR I AND JMOD WHICH
C VALUE OF J A MODE SHAPE IS TO BE FOUND.

WL=WR
POLY1=POLYN(WL,A,G,B,U,XN)

C FIRST TRAP THE ROOT IN AN INTERVAL
20 2OLY2=POLYN(WL+ADD,A,G,B,U,XN)

IF(POLY1*POLY2.LT.0.)G0 TO 30
WL=WL+ADD
POLY1=POLY2
GO TO 20

30 WR=WL+ADD
WR1=WL
WR2=WR
POLY3=POLY2
DO 200 J=1,M
ITS=0

NOW CONVERT TO THE SECANT METHOD
40 POLYD=POLY1-POLY2

DELTA=WR1-WR2
WR1 WR2
WR2r.WR2-DELTA1POLY2/POLYD

POLY3=POLY2
POLY1=POLY2
POLY2=P3LYN(WR2,A,G,B,U,XN)
ERR=WR1-WR2
ERROR=ABS(ERR)
ITS:ITS+1
IF(ITS.GT.10)STOP
IF(ERROR.GT.EPS)GO TO 40
PRINTi,4NUMBER OF ITS=",ITS
PRINT ,WR2
W(I,J)=WR2

INR(J)=XN
C CHECK TO SEE IF A MODE SHAPE IS TO BE FOUND

IF(j.NE.jMOD)G0 TO 150
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IF(I.NE.IMOD)G0 TO 150
C SUBROUTINE TO FIND EIGENVECTOR AND MODE SHAPE

CALL EIGEN(SHAPE,X)
DO 43 K=1,51
WRITE(5,45)X(K),SHAPEW

45 FORMAT(2F10.4)
48 CONTINUE

C AFTER A ROOT HAS BEEN FOUND INCREMENT THE ROTATION RATE BY
ONE AND USE THE LAST ROOT AS AN ESTTIMATE FOR THE NEST

C DESIRED FREQUENCY RATIO FOR THE NEW ROTATION RATE.

150 XN=XN+1.

IF(J.EQ.M)G0 TO 200
POLY1=POLYN(WR1,A,G,B,U,XN)
POLY2=POLYN(WR2,A,G,B,U,XN)

200 CONTINUE
PRINT* , "TIP MASS.r.",U

PRINT4,"MASS DiSTRIBr.",G
PRINT*,"STIFFNESS DISTRIB=",B
PRINT*,"OFFSETr.",A
111X,' 5 ")

WRITE(61,130)M,(XNR(J),NUT,(W(i,J),I=1,NUT),J=1,M)
110 FORMAT(=("0",3X,F3.1,5X,=(G12.5,1X)/))

STOP
END

FUNCTION POLYN(W,ALPHA,GAMMA,BETA,U,XN)
DIMENSION B(5,5),D(1O)
REAL N
REAL M
DIMENSION DENOM2(150),COEF21(150),COEF22(150),OOEF23(150)
DIMENSION COEF24(150),02N(150)
DIMENSION C2ND(150),C2NDD(150),C2NDDD(150)
DIMENSION DENOM1(150),C1N(150),C1ND(150),O1NDD(150),
1C1NDDD(150),COEF11(150),COEF12(150),COEF13(150),COEF14(150)
DIMENSION C1NA(150),C1NAD(150),C1NA2D(150),01NA3D(150)
DIMENSION DENOM0(150),CON(153),COND(150),CONDD(150)
1,OONDDD(150),COEF01(150),COEF02(150),COEFO";(150),
1COEF04(150),CONA(151),CONAD(150),OONA2D(150),
1CONAD(150)

COMMON DENOM2,COEF21,COEF22,COEF23,COEF24,DENOM1,
100EF11,COEF12,COEF1,COEF14,DENOMO,COEF01,COEF02,
1 OOEFO,COEF04
COMMON/VEOTOR/U01,UO2,V03,U11,U21,U31,U12,U22
1,U32,V13,1/2=,,V33,TIP,BASE,C2N,C1N,C1NA,CON,OONA

C DEFINE CERTAIN CONSSTANTS TO BE USED IN THE RECURRENCE



C RELATIONS
1,012B,U22B,(j2B,W028

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

BETA2=BETA*BETA
BETIA3=BETA2BETA
ALGAM=1.ALPHA*GAMMA
XN2=XN3eXN

W2-7:0W

Ell:I.I./BETA
13127.1.-1./BETA2

513:1.-1./EETA
Al.--XN2/BETA4(B11.iALPHA-4-0.YB12AALGAM-1./3.13GAA4A)
BtXN2/BETAi(ALPHA-1-(1./BETA)ALGAMGAMMA/BETA2)
Cr--XN2/BETA*(GAM4A/BETA-3.51ALGAM)
D.:(XN22'GkMMA)/(3.4BETA)

Er.W2/BETA*(1.GAMMA/BEIA)
Fr-42*GAMHA/BETA

C2N(1)=2.
C2M(2)=-1./3.4A
C2N(3)=(A4A-4.4B)/35.
C2N(4)=((AA4A)+13.4AB-36.4C-5.*E)/720.

C1N(1)=1.
C1N(2)=C).5A
C1N(3)=(Al'AB)/12.
C1N(4)=((AIA*A)+5.'eAkB-4.40-2.E)/144.

C1NA(1)=1.
01NA(2)=.25'^A

C1NA(3)=(4.4AA+2.8)/35.
C1NA(4)=(73.1A4A*A-43.4A1B-52.'4C+10.4E)/1723.

CON(1)=0.
CON(2)=A
C3N(3)=.5A*A
CON(4)=(A*AA4-A4B)./12.

CONA(1)=1.

CONA(2)=A
CONA(3)=-1.25*ARA
CONA(4)=(20.*AA14.A-8.*.A*B-6.4E)/72.
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XlI=5.

X0I=4.
X1=5.
DO 30 L=5,125
N=FLOAT(L)
M=FLOAT(L-1)
XIM1=XI-1.
XIM2=XI-2.
Xi1=XI4XIM1
XI2=XI1:4XIM2

XlIM1=X1I-1.
XlIM2=X1I-2.
Xii1=X1I4X1IM1
X112=X1I1*XlIM2
X0IM1=X0I-1.
X0I32=X0I-2.
X011=X0I*X0iM1
X0i2=X0I1*X0IM2

C1N(L)=COEF11(L-1)4C1N(L-1)+COEF12(L-1),ia4C1N(L-2)+
1COEF13(L-1)*C.4C1N(L-3)-E/DENOM1(L-1)4C1N(L-3)+
1COEF14(L-1)D*C1N(L-4)-F/DENOM1(L-1)4C1N(L-4)

34 22N(L)=COEF21(L-1)*A*C2N(L-1)4.COEF22(L-1)&4C2N(L-2)+
1COEF2(L-1)*CC2N(L-3)-E/DENOM2(L-1)'4C2N(L-)+COEF24(L-1)
l*DIC2N(L-4)-F/DENOM2(L-1)®C2N(L-4)

C1NA(L)=COEF11(L-1)*PC1NA(L-1) +C OEF12(L-1)B4C1NA(L-2)
1+COEF13(L-1)1C4C1NA(L-3)-E/DENOM1(L-1)*C1NA(L-3)
1+COEF14(L-1)4D <1NA(L-4)-F/DENOM1(L-1)4C1NA(L-4)-2.
14(M-0.5)*A*C1N(L-1)/DENOM1(L-1)-2.(M-1.)A'BIC1N(L-2)
1/DENOM1(L-1)-2.-1.5)4C4C1N(L-3)/DENOM1(L-1)-2.4(M-2.
1)n:4C1N(L-4)/DENOM1(L-1)+01N(L)(-1./(M+1.)-2./(M)-1.
1/(M-1.))

C0N(L)=COEF01(L-1)A*C0N(L-1)+COEF02(L-1)4B*CON(L-2)+
1COEF03(L-1)ROCON(L-3)-E/DENOMO(L-1)CON(L-3)+COEF04(L-1)e
1DaCON(L-4)-F/DENOMO(L-1)*CON(L-4)

CONA(L)=COEF01(L-1)A<0NA(L-1)+COEF02(L-1)4B'4C0NA(L-2)+
1COEF03(L-1)4C4CONA(L-3)-E/DENOMO(L-1)*CONA(L-3)+COEF04(L-1)
l*D'ICONA(L-4)-F/DENOMO(L-1)<ONA(L-4)-2.4(M-1.5) A'4CON(L-1)
1/DENOMO(L-1)-2.4(M-2.)4BACON(L-2)/DENOMO(L-1)-2.M-2.5);4C4
1CON(L-3)/DENOMO(L-1)-2.*(M-3.)4DC0N(L-))1 ENOMO(L-1)
1+C0N(L)(-1./M-2./(M-1.)-1./(M-2.))
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C

C

d5 O2ND(L)=C2N(L)*XI
C2NDD(L)=C2N(L)AXI1
O2NDDD(L)=C2N(L)XI2

C1ND(L)=C1N(L)^11I
CiNDD(L)=C1N(L)'*X1I1
OlNDDD(L)=C1N(L) .eX1I2

C1NAD(L)=C1NA(L)Xli
C1Nk2D(L)=C1NA(L)*X111
C1NA3D(L)=C1NA(L)X1I2

COND(L)=CON(L)4X0I
CONDD(L)=CON(L)*X0I1
CONDDD(L)=CON(L)kX0I2

CONAD(L)=CONA(L)X0I
CONA2D(L)=CONA(L)4X0I1
CONA3D(L)=CONA(L)*X0I2

29 XlI=X1I+1.
X0I=X0I+1.

31 XI=XI+1.
30 CONTINUE

DO 42 1=1,4
EXP1=FLOAT(I+1)
EXP =FLOAT(I)
EXP2=FLOAT(I-1)
EXP3=FLOAT(I-2)
EXP4=FLOAI(I-3)
EXP5=FLOAT(I-4)
C2ND(I)=C2N(I)'EXP1
C2NDD(I)=C2ND(I)aEXP
C2NDDD(I)=C2NDD(I)EXP2

C1ND(I)=C1N(I)*EXP
C1NDD(I)=C1ND(I)EXP2
C1NDDD(I)=C1NDD(Ii'l'EXP3

C1NADii):01N4(I)EXP
CINA2D(I)=-C1NAD(I)EXP2
ClOAD(I):01NA2D(I)EXP3

COND(I)=CON(I)4EXP2
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CONDD(I)=COND(I)4EXP3
. '.:ONDDD(I)=CONDD(I)i*EX?4

CONAD(I)=CONA(I)EXP2
CONA2D(I)=CONAD(I) EXP3
CONV),D(I)=CONA2D(I)''EXF4

42 CONTINUE

TIP:1./BETA-1.
BA3E=1./BETA
IPO:U31=U32=U33=0.
U20=U21=U22:U23=024=0.
U00=U01=UO2=UO3=U04=U0A4=0,
U1A0:111A1=U1A2=U1A3=U1A4=0.
U1A1B:U1A057.0.

UOAO:U0A1=U3A2=U0A3=0.
U1AOTP:U1AITP=UOUTP=U041TP=0.
U1A25 =U1A3B=U1A45 =0.
U0A2B=0,

U20TI2 =U21TIP=UOOTIF:U01TIP=0.
U32B:UD2B=0.
L33 =0348=0.

U22B-42B=U24B=U2113=U20B=0.

45 DO 50 1:1,125
1.1=1+1

3A3E1=BASE"I1
BASE2=BA3E"I
BASE3=BA3E2*(I-1)
BASE4=BA3E"(I-2)
BASES:3A3E44(I-3)
BASE6=BASE"(I-4)
TIPC=TIP4*1
TIP1=TIPin(I-1)
TIP2=TIP"(I-2)
TIP=TIP**(I-3)
TIP4=TIP"(I-4)
TIP57.TIP"(I-5)

U30=U3O+C2N(I)BASE1
U31=031+C2ND(I)BASE2
U32B=U32B+02NDD(I)BASE3

U20=U2O+C1N(I)BA3E2
U30:1100+CON(I) kBA3E3

U21:U21+C1ND(I)iBA3E3
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U01=U01+COND(I)BASE4
U32.7..U32+C2NDD(I) TiP1

U22=1322+C1NDD(I)TIP2
U22Br.U22B+C1NDO(1)BASE4
UO2=UO2-4-C3NDD(I)`TIP3

UO2B=UO2B+C3NDD(I)*.BASE5
U33=1133+C2NDDD(I)*TIP2
U23=U234.C1NDDD(I) *TIP3
UO3:UO3+CONDDD(I)*TIP4

U20TIP=U2OTIP+C1N(I)-4TIPO
UOOTIP=UOOTIP+CON(I)ITIP1
U21TIP=1.121TIP-4-C1ND(I)*TIP1

U01TIP=U01TI2 +COND(I) 'tTIP2

U1A0=U1A0-4-C1NA(I)4BA3E2

U1A1=U1A1+C1NAD(I)*BASE3
U1A2 =U1A2B+01NA2D(I)i'EASE4
U1A2=U1A2+CiNA2D(I)"TIP2
U1A3=U1A3+01NA3D(I)*TI23

U3A0=U3A0+C3NA(I)ABA5E3
U0A1=U0A1+CONAD(1)*BASE4
U0A2B=U3A2B+C3NA2D(I)BASE5

2D(I)ATIP3

U0A3=U)A-',.+CONAD(1)kTIP4

U1AOTP=U1A0T.P4-C1NA(I)^TIPO

UlAllF=U1A11P+C1NAD(I)TIP1

UOAOTP=UOAOTP+CONA(I)4TIP1
U0A1TP=U0A1TPA-CONAD(I)*2I22

50 CONTINUE

U10:U20iALOG(BASE)+U1A0
U11:11214ALOG(BASE)+U20/BASE+U1 l

UlOTIP=U2OTIPALOG(T1?)+UlAOTP
UllTIP:U21TIP*ALOG(TIP)*U2OTIP/TIP+UlAlIP
U12=U22iALOG(TIP)+2.*U21TIP/TIP-U2OTIP/(TI?"2)+UlA2
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U12 =U225.4'ALOG(3ASE)+2.4U21/BASEU20/(BASE**2)+UlA25
U13=U23ALOG(TI2)+3.,*U22/T1?-3.',U21TIP/(TI2412)+2.4U20
1TIP/(IIP443)+U1A7

W0O=UO3 ALOG(BASE)+U3A0
W01=U314ALOG(BASE)+U00/BASE+UOA1
WOOTIP=UOOTIPIALOG(TIP)+UOADTP
WO1TIP=U01TI2 ALOG(TIP)+UOOTTP/TIP+U0A17P
WO2=UO2*ALOG(TIP)+2.4U01TIP/TIPUOOTIP/(TIP*2)+U0A2
WO2B=UO2BitALOG(BASE)+2MJ01/BASEU00/(BASE"2)+UOA25
WO3=UO3iALOG(TI2)+3.*UO2/TIP-3.1U01TIP/(II("2)
1+2.1UO0TIP/(TIP"3)+UOA3

C

UO3=W03
U00=WOO
UO1 :WJ1

UO2 :W02

C

V03=0.BETA)*W03+BETA*W02U*(1.+ALPHA)*XN24W01TIPU4
1W2,eW00TIP

V13.=(1.BETA)U13+BETAU12U*(1.-4-ALPHA)*XN2U112I2 U*
1W2'41110 TIP

723=(1.BETA)U23+BETAU22U1.+ALPHA)4XN2U21TI2 Ui
1W21W2OTIP
V33=(1.BETA)1U33+5ETA*U32U1.+ALPHAN2*U31TIPU'l
1W24U3OTIP

0
C EVALUATE THE DETERMINANT
C FIRST SCALE THE DETERMINANT

B(1,1)=U00
B(1,2)=U10
5(1,3) =U 20

B(1,4)=U30
B(2,1)=W01
5(2,2)= Ull
5(2,3)=U21

B(2,4)=U31
B(3,1) :U32
B(3,2)=U12
B(3,3)=U22
B(3,4)=U32
B(4,1)=V03
B(4,2)=V13
B(4,3)=1/23

B(4,4)=V33
C

C THESE B'S ARE FOR THE CANTILEVER BLADE. TO USE THIS PROGRAM
C FOR THE HINGED BLADE MAKE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES:
C 2(2,1)=W9 2B, 5(2,2)=U125, B(2,3)=U22B, B(2,4)=U325

?OLIN =].
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DO 503 1=1,4
L=1

30 450 J=1,4
Aj=ABS(B(I,J))
AL=ABS(B(I,L))
IF(AJ.LE.AL)G0 TO 450
L=J

450 CONTINUE
AMAX=B(I,L)
DO 450 J=1,4

463 B(I,J)=B(I,J)/AMAX
POLYN=AMAPPOLYN

500 CONTINUE
70 DO 300 K=1,4

KP=K+1

IF(K.EQ.4)G0 TO 30
M=K
DO 55 I=KP,4
AI=ABS(B(I,K))
AM=ABS(B(M,K))
IF(AM.GE.AI)G0 TO 55
M=I

55 CONTINUE
IF(M.EQ.K)30 TO 30

63 DO 55 J=K,4
D(J) :E(K,J)

B(K,J)=B(M,J)
B(M,J)=D(J)

65 CONTINUE
30 POLYN=B(K,K)*POLYN

IF(POLYN.NE.0.)G0 TO 90
GO TO 330

90 DO 300 J=KP,4
B(K,J)=B(K,J)/B(K,K)
DO 300 I=K?,4

300 B(I,J)=B(I,J)B(K,J)B(I,K)

330 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE EIGEN(3HAPE,X)
COMMON/VECTOR/UOI,UO2,V03,U11,U21,U31,U12,U22,U32,V13
1,V23,V33,TIP,BASE,C2N,C1N,C1NA,C0N,C0NA,U12B,U22B,U32B, 02B
DIMENSION B(3,4) ,SHAPE(75),C(3),D(4),X(50)
DIMENSION C2N(150),01N(150),C0N(150),C1NA(150),CONW50)
B(1,1)= 2.a.111

B(1,2)=021
B(1,)=U31
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B(2,1)=012
B(2,2)=022
B(2,3)=U32
B(3,1)=V13
B(3,2)=V2;

B(3,3)=V33
B(1,4)=-W01
B(2,4)=-UO2
B(3,4)=-V03

C FOR THE HINGED BLADE; B(1,1)=012B, 5(1,2)=U22B,
C B(1,3)=1.32B, B(1,4)=-WO2B

DO 300 1=1,3
L=1

DO 450 J=1,3
AJ :AES(B(I,J))
AL=ABS(B(I,L))
IF(AJ.LE.AL)G0 TO 450
L=J

450 CONTINUE
AMAX=B(I,L)
DO 460 J=1,4

460 B(I,J)=B(I,J)/AMAX
500 CONTINUE

C PARTIAL PIVOTING
73 DO 330 K=1,3

KF :K +1

IF(K.EQ.3)30 TO 90
M=K
DO 45 I=KP,3
AI=AB3(B(I,K))
AM :ABS(E(M,K))

IF(AM.GE.AI)G0 TO 45
M=I

45 CONTINUE
IF(M.EQ.K)G0 TO 90

60 DO 35 J :K,4
D(J)=B(K,j)
B(K,J)=B(M,J)
B(M,J)=D(J)

65 CONTINUE
93 DO 300 J :KP,4

B(K,J) :B(K,J) /B(K,K)
DO 300 I :KP33

B(I,J)=B(I,J)-B(K,J) B(1,K)
300 CONTINUE

C BACK SOLUTION
0(3)=B(3,4)

310 DO 350 1=2,3
K=3-(I-1)
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K1=K+1
SUM=0.
DO 320 J=K1,3

320 SUM=SUM+B(K,J)C(J)
0(K)=B(K,4)-SUM

350 CONTINUE

C FIND THE SHAPE: SHAPE=U0X+C(1)*U1X+C(2)U2X+0(3)'W3X
C WHERE X VARIES FROM THE BASE TO THE TIP

ADD=1./49.
THETA=BASE-ADD
DO 500 1=2,50
U3OX=U2OX=U0OX=U1A0X=U0A0X=0.
DC 50 J=1,125
U3OX=030X+02N(J)(THETA)(J+1)
U20X=U20X+01N(J)(THETA)*J
U00X=U00X+C0N(J)(THETA)*'.4(J-1)
U1A0X=U1A0X+C1NA(J)(THETA)4.1
U0A0X=U0A0X+CONA(J)1(THETA)**(J-1)

50 CONTINUE
010X=U2OPI'ALOG(THETA)+U1A0X
W3OX=U00`,0ALCG(THETA)+U0A0X
SHAPE(I)=W03X+0(1)4U10X+C(2)U20X+C(3)`''U33X
X(I)=BASE-THETA
THETA=THETA-ADD

503 CONTINUE
SHAPE(1)=0.
X(1)=0.

DO 550 i=1,50
550 SHAPE(I)=SHAPE(I)/SHAPE(50)
700 RETURN

END


